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A few of the Soul Calibur 2 characters r trapped in a house, which is a reality show called "Trapped in a
Reality Show" hosted by Talim. Will the contestants survive???
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1 - The 1st Day....
Talim:"Welcome everyone to the show, Trapped in a Reality Show!
*audience claps and cheers*
Talim: "I'm your lovely host, Talim, and I suppose I should introduce the vitims-I mean contestants, to all
of you nice people, eh? Our little friends don't know that they are on a hopefully popular TV show. Isn't
that great? Anyways, the contestants are: Xianghua, Kilik, Cassandra, Yunsung, Nightmare, Sophitia,
Seung Mina, and Link!!!
*audience cheers*
Talim: "Now, the main thing is that they are trapped in a house for as long as I say so. They CANNOT
leave the house. The last one standing in the end is the winner. What does the winner recieve, you ask?
Well, the winner recieves one MILLION BUCKEROOS, that's what!!! So, without further ado, on with the
show!!!
At the house....in the living room...
Yunsung: *flicks through all TV channels hopelessly* "Man, there's nothing on TV today!"
Seung Mina: "Wanna play Mario Kart, Double Dash with me?"
Yunsung: "No."
Link: "I'll play with you!"
Yunsung: *watchs for a little while than falls asleep because of boredom*
Nightmare: *walks into the living room* "Hey, can I play?"
Seung Mina: "Too late, already racing with Link on Grand Prix."
Nightmare: "But I really want to play, I'm bored!"
Seung Mina: "Why don't you go beat up Kilik or something?"
Nightmare: "I already did."
Link: "Whatcha do to him?"
Nightmare: "I stuffed him in the oven. It took about a hour to get him in."

Seung Mina: "Did you turn it on?"
Nightmare: *smiles* "Defiantly!"
Kilik: *walks into room, all burnt.*
Seung Mina: *tries to hide smile* "What happened to you?"
Kilik: "I-was-stuffed-into-an-oven-by-HIM!!" *points to Nightmare.*
Nightmare: *tries to look innocent.* "I don't remember stuffing you into an oven."
Kilik: "Hmph." *sits down on Yunsung, who is still sleeping and doesn't take any notice.*
Silence...
Kilik: "Can I play?"
Seung Mina and Link: *Stare at Kilik*
Kilik: "Is that a no?"
Seung Mina and Link: *nods head*
Kilik: "Darn it." *starts pouting*

2 - The Challenge Begins
Talim: "Hello everyone, welcome back to the most wonderful, and need I say popular, show, Trapped in
a Reality Show!!"
*audience cheers*
Tailim: "Last time, Seung Mina and Link were in a battle of wits on Mario Kart, Yunsung had fallen
asleep,and he's a very LOUD snorer, and Nightmare and Kilik have been begging to play. Already
there's been a fight when Nightmare stuffed Kilik into an oven, though I am not sure why he did it, but oh
well. Anyways, I'm wasting your time, lets get on with the show!!!
In the living room...
Seung Mina: "Argh, Link, quit ramming my driver into the wall, it's driving me crazy!!"
Link: *smiles.*
Kilik: "Ow, man, my skin burns! Nightmare, quit laughing, you idiot, it isn't funny you know!!"
Nightmare:*laughing uncontrollably.*
Seung Mina: "Actually Kilik, you look good with a redish tan."
Kilik: "Really? Well then Nightmare, would you mind stuffing me into the oven again?'
Nightmare: "Um, sure, I'll be glad to!!"
Kilik: *gets up and kisses Seung Mina lightly on the cheek and walks out of the room with Nightmare,
who looks at Kilik nervously for some reason.*
Seung Mina: *blushes.* "Aw, isn't Kilik such a sweetie?"
Link: *rolls eyes.* "No, I don't think he's a sweetie, I think he's just a suck up pretty boy."
Seung Mina: *slams controller on the floor in anger.* "You're impossible sometimes, you know that!?"
Link: *smiles again.* "Yeah, I know."
Yunsung: *snorts.*
Seung Mina: "Argh that's it, I'm outta here!!!"*storms off.*
Link: *shakes Yunsung awake.* "Hey, Yunsung, Mina's gone, come on, want to play Resident Evil?"

Yunsung: *yawns.* "Mina's gone? Sure, let's play!!"
In the Kitchen...
Cassandra: "Nightmare, Kilik, what are you guys doing?"
Kilik: "Nightmare's giving me a tan."
Sophitia: *begins chopping up carrots with her sword.* "Why?"
Kilik: "Just because, got a problem with it?"
Sophitia: *sighes* "No, I just don't think it's a good idea to burn yourself to death, that's all."
Kilik: "Oh. Hey do you know where Xianghua is?"
Cassandra: "Taking a bath, why?"
Kilik: "I'm just wondering, that's all. Um listen, I'll be right back." *runs out of kitchen.*
Cassandra: "I better catch him before he gets to the bathroom." *runs after Kilik.*
Sophitia: "Hey Nightmare, could you help me cook supper?"
Nightmare: "Awww, do I have to?"
Sophitia: "Do you want to eat?"
Nightmare: "Fine, fine, I'll help..."

3 - Food Fight
Talim: "Hello everyone!!!(man, am I getting tired of saying that). It is now dinner time at the moment.
Could there be trouble at the table? Well, lets find out, shall we?"
In the Kitchen...
Nightmare: "Can you pass the potatoes please?"
Sophitia: "Sure." *hands bowl of potatoes over to Nightmare.*
Cassandra: *walks in pulling a knocked out Kilik by the cape.* "I'm back, what's for supper?"
Sophitia: "Did you catch him before he made it to the bathroom?"
Cassandra: "Yep. I had to knock him out with his little stick a few times. What do you want me to do with
him?"
Sophitia; "Just throw him in the closet."
Cassandra: "Ok." *walks out of kitchen.*
Later...
Link: *puts a spoonful of potatoes on spoon.*
Yunsung: *eyes Link awaringly.* "Um, Link?"
Link: *accidently flicks spoon at Seung Mina.* "What? Oh, oops, wrong target..."
Seung Mina: "Why you little!!!!" *grabs handful of potatoes and throws it at Link.*
Link: "Aah!! I'm under attack!!!" *hides behind Nightmare.*
Nightmare: *gets hit by Seung Mina.* "Hey!!! That's it, you're going down!!!!" *grabs porkchop.*
Seung Mina: "Eek!!"*hides under table*
Nightmare: *throws porkchop.*
Kilik: *Emerges from closet and gets hit by porkchop.*
Sophitia: *sighes.* "Please, everyone stop it!!!"

Cassandra: "Why? This is fun!!!" *grabs plate and hides from incoming porkchop from Nightmare.*
Nightmare: "Mwa ha ha ha!!! Huh, oh darn it, I'm outta porkchops!!!"
Link: "Too bad, so sad!!! Aah!!!" *gets knocked out by apple.*
Yunsung: "Aah!!! Incoming fruits!!!" *gets hit by banana.*
Kilik: "Ha Ha Ha!!!!!!!!" *starts throwing fruits at top speed*
Xianghua: "Aah!!!"
Seung Mina: "That's it, I'm outta here!!!" *walks out of room, only to be hit by an orange.*
Cassandra: "Aw man, Kilik's beating us, I surrender, just please don't hurt me!!!"
Kilik: "Now why shouldn't I hurt you? You hit me in the head with my own rod!!!"
Cassandra: "Oops..."
Kilik: "Mwa ha ha!!!!!!!!"
10 minutes later...
Kilik: "Mwa ha ha, I am vitorious!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Now for my prize..." *drags Xianghua out of room.*
Talim: Alright, now that was exciting! I feel sorry for everyone, not!! Well, except Yunsung I care for, but
that's all.

4 - Sugar Rush!!!!
Talim: "Well, well, well, one of my hidden items, which I never told you that there were hidden items in
the first place, have been found by someone!! You know who? Kilik of course, that's who!!! What did Kilik
find, you ask? A bowl of sugar, duh!! So now, Kilik's on a major sugar rush. So beware, oh contestants,
beware..."
Yunsung: *hiding under couch with Seung Mina*. "Man, this is bad. If we come out of hiding, Kilik's
surely going to kill us. If we stay under here, we'll starve to death."
Seung Mina: "Yeah, I know, what in the world are we going to do!?"
Yunsung: *sticks head out from under couch.* Well, I think the coast is-Aah!!!" *gets slammed in the
head from the Kali-yuga.*
Seung Mina: "Are you ok???"
Yunsung: "...........ow."
Seung Mina: *rolls eyes.* "Did he damage your brain or something?"
Yunsung: "............Are you saying I'm stupid?"
Seung Mina: "Yep, defiantly damaged...."
Yunsung: "..........huh?"
Seung Mina: "Man, I'm surrounded by idiots!!!!"*crawls out from under couch in anger, only to get
attacked by Kilik.* "AAAAHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!"
Yunsung: *suddenly realizes what happened.* "Hey Mina, where'd you go??? Don't you remember that
crazy Kilik's out there!?" *slowly peeks head out of couch.*
Kilik: *throws Seung Mina out window.* "Heh heh heh, now, who's next?"
Yunsung: *screams at the top of his lungs and quickly crawls from under couch.* "I'm coming Mina!!!!"
*jumps out window.*
Kilik: *stares at Yunsung.* "Hmph. That takes care of him..."*walks out of room.*
Sophitia: *walks into room, carrying whip.* "Huh, oh darn it, he's gone..."
In the Bedroom...

Nightmare: "Did you guys lock the closet?"
Cassandra: "Don't worry, I locked it. Now Kilik can't get in."
Link: "Genius, just genius."
Nightmare: "Now we just have to wait for him to stop going nutso on us."
Cassandra: "Yeah, but that's the problem. Who knows how long Kilik will be like this."
Talim: "Oh no, putting sugar as one of the hidden items in the house was not a good idea. Or is it? How
will things turn out?"

5 - End of Kilik
Talim: "Welcome back everyone!"
*audience cheers*
Talim: "Last time, Kilik had found a bowl of sugar, one of the many hidden items that I put in, and is now
on a sugar rush. And guess what else happened. Seung Mina and Yunsung are the first ones to go in
my reality show. What will happened next? Let's find out then, shall we?"
In the closet...
Nightmare: "How long have we been in here?"
Link: "About three hours. Why?"
Nightmare: "Just wondering."
Cassandra: "Man, we've got to do something."
Link: 'But what? We left our weapons in the living room where Kilik probably is."
Nightmare: "Yeah."
Silence...
Cassandra: "Do you think it's safe to go out yet?"
Kilik: *walks into bedroom and starts destroying it.*
Link: "Nope."
Nightmare: "We're doomed."
Cassandra: "Very doomed."
Outside closet...
Kilik: *starts jumping on bed.* "Weee, this is so much fun!!!"
Sophitia: *walks into bedroom with whip.* "Stop it right now, Kilik!!! Don't make me use my whip on
you!!!!"
Kilik: "Heeheehee, but I'm having SO much fun!!!"

Sophitia: *sighes.* "I warned you..."*grabs Kilik and pulls him off bed.*
Kilik: "Hey!!!"
Sophitia: "Take this!!"*whips Kilik(very hard).*
Kilik: "OWW!!!"*starts crying and runs out door.*
Sophitia: "That takes care of him."
Cassandra: *unlocks closet.* "Yeah!! Sis, you did it!!! You finally got rid of Kilik!!! He's gone for good!!!!"
Link: "Alright!!!"*starts doing cheerleading moves.*
Sophitia: "That's right!!!"
*Link, Nightmare, and Cassandra hug Sophitia.*
Sophitia: "Now we just have to find Xianghua."
Cassandra: "What about Yunsung and Mina?"
Sophitia: "Out the window."
Link: "No way!!!!"
Nightmare: "How?"
Sophitia: "Guess..."
Cassandra: "Psycho Kilik?"
Sophitia: "Yep."
Link: "Well, we better go find Xianghua and tell her the good news."
*everyone leaves the room*

6 - Where's Xianghua?
Talim: "Hey everyone! I have a very special guest here today!!! He was one of the contestants in the
show and I have to shock him every now and then because he's still a bit hyper. That's right, it's Kilik!!!"
*pulls Kilik into room(using leash, of course).* "Hello, Kilik."
Kilik: "Oh no...You're the one who's been hosting this little show? Well, why did you...did you tape what I
was doing to Xianghua after I knocked everyone out with fruits?"
Talim: "I didn't want to poison the children's minds."
Kilik: "Good. Well?"
Talim: "Well what?"
Kilik: "Aren't you going to start the show?"
Talim: *zaps Kilik* "I'll get to it!!"
Kilik: "Hey, what'd you do that for?"
Talim: "Don't make me zap your STICK!!!"
Kilik: "EEK!!!' *hides in corner.*
Talim: "There. I always wanted to do that. Anyways, I better start the show, so, on with the show!!!!"
In the house...
Link: "Xianghua!!!! Where are you!!!!"
Nightmare: "Xia-Oh, hey look, my teddy bear!!!"*picks up teddy bear.* "I've been looking all over for
you!!! Oh Mr.Snuffles!!!!"
Link: "Why don't try looking for Xianghua instead of-Hey, Mr.Wiggles!!!"
Nightmare: *smirks.* "You were saying?"
Link: "Huh?"
Nightmare: *sighes. Lightbulb flashes above head* "Hey, do you want to have a tea party with our
teddies?"
Link: "Heehee, what a great idea!!!!"

In a secret room underneath the kitchen...
Xianghua: "Well, at least Kilik won't find me here. Actually, nobody won't find me. Man, I still get the
strangest feeling that I was having-"
Cassandra: *in kitchen above Xianghua.* "Xianghua, where are you!!!!!"
Xianghua: "-With Kilik when I was asleep...."*gets shivers.*
Cassandra: *walks up behind Xianghua.* "Ah, Xianghua, I found you at last!!!"
Xianghua: "Darn it, I was hoping nobody would find me here..."
Cassandra: "Well, too bad, I found you, so there. Why do you look so pale in the face as if you were
having-"
Xianghua: "Don't-say-anything-about-that-please!!!"
Cassandra: "...Fine."
Xianghua: "Um, should we go back up to the others?"
Cassandra: "That might be a good idea..."
Cassandra and Xianghua: *leaves room.*
Talim: "Oh, is that what you were doing with Xianghua?"
Kilik: *red in face and starts stammering.* "Uh-ya-uh-that's what-I-I was doing-with-Xianghua...."
Talim: "Aaaahhhh...Anyways, back to the show, eh?"
In the house...
Link: "Do you want some tea, Mr.Wiggles?"
Nightmare: *giggling.* "This is so much fun!!!!"
Sophitia: *walks into room.* "What in the world are you guys doing???"
Link: "Having a tea party. Want to join?"
Sophitia: *very angry at the moment.* "NO, I DON'T WANT TO JOIN YOUR LITTLE TEA PARTY!!!!
WE'RE SUPPOSED TO BE LOOKING FOR XIANGHUA!!!!!!!"
Xianghua: "Hey Sophitia."

Sophitia: "Oh, hey Xianghua, XIANGHUA!?"
Cassandra: "I found her."
Sophitia: "I think I could of figured that out."
Cassandra: "Really?"
Sophitia: "Of course."
Xianghua: "Hmph."
Talim: "Well, they found Xianghua, Link and Nightmare found their long lost teddy bears, and I'm having
fun shocking Kilik!!! Heeheehee!!!"
Kilik: "It's not funny!!!!"
Yunsung: *out in audience.* "Hey, can I shock Kilik?"
Talim: "Sure, why not?"
Kilik: "AAAAAAAHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!"
Yunsung: "Alright!!!!" *starts chasing after Kilik.*

7 - House Cleaning
Talim: "Hey, everyone!"
audience cheers*
Talim: "You are probably all wondering why this place is in ruins, hey watch where you carrying that
thing!!!" *ducks as construction worker walks by carrying large pole.* "Well, after Yunsung volunteered to
shock Kilik with my shocker, which is only $17.95 found at your nearest joke shop, things kinda got out
of hand and they ended up destroying the stage. But this isn't the only place that needs cleaning. The
contestants, Link, Sophitia, Cassandra, Xianghua and Nightmare are going to be cleaning their house
today. Ooh, what fun this would be, eh? Well, enough of me blabbering, on with the show!!!"
At the house...
Sophitia: *carrying broom and walking back and forth in front of others.* "Alright, listen up!!!!"
Link: *whispers.* "She sounds like my teacher..."
Sophitia: "I heard that!!!!"
Link: "Oops..."
Nightmare: *raises hand.* "Um, Teacher?"
Sophitia: "I'm not your teacher, but anyways, what?"
Nightmare: "What are we doing again?"
Sophitia: "I haven't even told you yet."
Nightmare: "...oh."
Sophitia: "Anyways, what are I was trying to say is that we are going to clean up the house today!!!"
Everyone except Sophitia: *groans.*
Sophitia: 'What? You guys have clean up your houses before, haven't you?"
Everyone except Sophitia: *looks away and doesn't say anything.*
Sophitia: "You mean you haven't!!!"
Xianghua: "I force Kilik to clean..."
Cassandra: "I make our mom and dad do it..."

Link: "I never have time..."
Nightmare: "I don't bother..."
Sophitia: *drops down to the floor.* "Man, are you guys lazy!!!"
Link: "Hey, I ain't lazy!!! I'm just to busy fighting evil baddies and Ganon to clean my house!!!"
Sophitia: "That's not an excuse."
Link: "Yes, it is!!!"
Sophitia: "Do you want to go to your room?"
Link: "No..."
Sophita: "Good, than we understand eachother. Now, lets head over to the kitchen!!!"
In the kitchen...
Sophitia: *hands everyone a rag and cleaner, except Link.*
Link: "How come I didn't get anything??"
Sophitia: *evil smile.* "You get to sweep."
Link: "I have to WHAT!!!!"
Sophitia: "Oh, quit being a baby." *hands Link a broom.* "Now, start sweeping!!!"
Link: "Oh, fine, I'll sweep...but I ain't going to like it....." *starts grumbling and sweeping.*
Sophitia: "Now, for the rest of you, START CLEANING!!!!!!!!!!!"
Few minutes later...
Nightmare: *collapses on floor.* "I-CAN'T- TAKE-IT ANYMORE!!!!!!!!!!"
Sophitia: "Get up, we're only a quarter done."
Nightmare: "But it feels like FOREVER!!!!!"
Sophitia: "Then something must be wrong with you...."
Nightmare: "..............really?"

Sophitia: 'Don't make me get my little whip out."
Nightmare: "The one that you used on Kilik?"
Sophitia: "Yup."
Nightmare: "EEK!!!!!!!!" *runs over to sink and starts washing dishes.*
Xianghua: "Wow, that was amazing!!!"
Sophitia: "Yes, I have a way with boys..."
Cassandra: "I knew that."
Sophitia: "No you didn't."
Cassandra: "You're right. Sorry."
Link: *looks at Xianghua.* "Is something wrong Xianghua? You look kinda pale."
Xianghua: "Oh, it's nothing, just...nothing!!"
Link: ".........it's not nothing......."
Xianghua: "You're right, it's something......"
Link: "What?"
Xianghua: "I have a question for you."
Link: "Really? What?"
Xianghua: "Do you think I would tell you why I'm pale?"
Link: "......No?"
Xianghua: "Congrats, you just won a million dollars!!!!"
Link: "Really!!! Horray!!!!!!!! Where's my cash??"
Xianghua: "...Out the door..."
Link: "Really-Hey!!! You're trying to get me out of the house, aren't you?"
Xianghua: "Wow, you're smart!!! Here's a Scooby snack!!!!!"
Link: "Yay!!!!!!!! I'm a good doggy!!!!!!"

Nightmare: "Hey, I want a Scooby snack!!!!!!"
Sophitia: "Excuse me? We're supposed to be cleaning!!"
Link: "Sorry, I won't do it again!!! Please don't hurt me!!!"
Sophitia: "Fine. I won't...yet."
Link: "If I'm bad, then you hurt me, right?"
Sophitia: "That's right."
Link: "Ok..."
Few hours later...
Nightmare: "Horray, we're done!!!!!"
Cassandra: "Whew, finally!!!"
Sophitia: "That's right, now, we're on to the next room!!!"
Everyone except Sophitia: *groans again.*

8 - Lost Teddies....
Talim: "Today, I have decided to get a co-host for the show. That way, I'm not alone on the stage, and
you, my lovely audience, will be even more into my show than ever!!!! And girls, my new co-host is a
guy, thank goodness, eh? Anyways, new co-host, you can come out now!!!"
Yunsung: *walks out onto stage.* "Hey, everyone, I'm back!!!!"
*girls cheer*
Yunsung: "Hey Tal, I'm so happy to be back."
Talim: "Yeah, same here!!! Now, will you do the honers?"
Yunsung: "Why thank you Talim, now...on with the show!!!!!!!"
At the house...
Everyone: *lying on floor, exausted.*
Cassandra: "Thank heavens, we're finished!!!"
Nightmare: "Yeah, that, what was it called?"
Link: "Cleaning?"
Nightmare: "Yeah, that. Yeah, it takes the life out of ya, it does."
Link: "Yeah.....Hey, where did Mr.Wiggles go?"
Nightmare: *leaps upward.* 'And where's Mr.Snuffles!!'
Xianghua: "Maybe you just misplaced them?"
Link: *runs up to Xianghua.* "I never misplace Mr.Wiggles!!!"
Sophitia: "We can look for them, if you want."
Link and Nightmare: *rush up to Sophitia and gives hug.* "THANK YOU!!!!!!!!"
Sophita: *gasping.* "Yes-now-would-you-please-let-go-of-me!!!"
Nightmare: "Why?"

Sophitia: "You're-CHOKING-ME!!!!!!"
Link: "Oops, sorry..."
Cassandra: "Me and Link can search upstairs."
Sophitia: *looks nervously at Nightmare(who has little pink anime hearts in his eyes).* "You can't leave
me with him!!!"
Xianghua: "I'll keep him away from you."
Sophitia: "How?"
Xianghua: *draws picture of Mr.Snuffles.* "Everytime he comes near you, I'll rip a little bit off of poor
Mr.Snuffles."
Nightmare: "NO, MR.SNUFFLES!!!!!!!!!!!!"
Sophitia: "That'll work."
Upstairs...
Link: "Thanks for helping me look for Mr.Wiggles."
Cassandra: 'Hey, what are friends for?"
Link: "We're friends?"
Cassandra: "Duh, of course we're friends, we've been friends ever since we entered this crazy house."
Link: "Yeah...but I kinda miss Yunsung, Mina, hey, even Kilik."
Cassandra: "Yeah...hey, I think I found Mr.Wiggles!!!"
Link: Really!?*runs over to Cassandra* Horray!!!
Cassandra: "Here you go." *hands Mr.Wiggles to Link.*
Link: "Thank you!!!!"
Cassandra: "No prob."
Link: "Cassandra?"
Cassandra: "Yes?"
Link: "Mr.Wiggles wants to give you a kiss."

Cassandra: "Oh?"
Link: "Yeah, but you have to close your eyes."
Cassandra: "Um, ok?" *closes eyes.*
Link: "Now count to...3."
Cassandra: "Fine. 1..."
Link: *leans up on toes.*
Cassandra: "2..."
Link: *leans forward.*
Cassandra: "3."
Link: *kisses Cassandra and quickly runs out of room.*
Cassandra: *opens eyes in surprise.* 'That wasn't a teddy bear kiss-hey!!!"
Link: "Are you coming?"
Cassandra: "Huh, oh yeah." *runs up to Link.*
Link: "Ok then." *holds Cassandra's hand.* "Let's go!!"
Talim and Yunsung: "Awww!!"
Talim: "That is SO cute!!!!!"
Yunsung: "Wow, Link misses me? Cool....."
Talim: "Well, that's all for now folks, so until next time, this it Talim!!!"
Yunsung: "And Yunsung!!!"
Talim and Yunsung: "And we'll see you all next time on Trapped in a Reality Show!!!!!!"

16 - Chapter 9, Aah, it's the Kilik clones!!!!!!!!!
Talim: Hey everyone!!!!!*audience: Hey Talim!!!*
Yunsung: And don't forget me!!!!*audience: Hey Yunsung!!!*
Talim: And welcome to Trapped in a Reality Show!!!!!
Yunsung: Man, I can't believe that it's been 9 days since this whole thing began....
Talim: Yea, I know, I can't believe they're still living!!!
Maxi: *runs onto stage* Talim, Yunsung!!!!
Yunsung: What?
Maxi: There's a bunch of robot clones that look exactly like Kilik marching straight over here!!!!!!! And
they don't look very happy!!!!!!!
Talim: What!? I thought we had gottn rid of Kilik!!!!
Yunsung: We have to get the audience out of here!!!!
Maxi: I'll do that, Mina, Raphy, Ivy, Lizardman!!!*Talim and Yunsung exchange looks* We need some
help getting the audience out of here!!!!!!!
*Seung Mina, Raphael, Ivy and Lizardman run onto the stage and start herding the audience out the
doors, handing them little Talim and Yunsung plushies*
Maxi: Don't worry everyone, they'll take you to a safe place nearby so that you can all still watch the
show...hopefully.....
Yunsung: *looks at Talim* I think you had better leave.
Talim: Why? I'm staying here to fight the clones with you!!
*Kilik clones break through the walls*
Yunsung: ...Talim...
Maxi: *starts attacking clones, but there are too many* Aah!!!!*gets trampled by clones*
Talim: I'll be ok...

Yunsung: *leans over and kisses Talim* I know...
*Talim and Yunsung look at clones and pulls out swords*
Yunsung: Lets do it.*charges towards nearest clone and slices head off*
Talim: *kicks two clones and gets hit by clone from behind*
Yunsung: Are you ok?
Talim: Yep, but I'm afraid there's too many , we'll have to ditch the place!!!
voice from somewhere: I think not!!!
*Talim and Yunsung look around to see Kilik standing behind them*
Talim: Kilik!!!
Kilik: Hehhehheh....now attack, my beautiful clones!!!!!*clones rush in to attack Yunsung and Talim*
Talim: Aah!!!*hugs Yunsung*
Yunsung: Why are you doing this???
Kilik: You shouldn't be worrying about that at the moment, eh? HAHAHAHA, THIS SHOW IS
MINE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Talim and Yunsung: AAAHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!*gets run over by clones*
Kilik: Hahahaha, now my clones, to the house!!!!!!!!!
At the house...
Xianghua: *looking out window* Did you guys see the rush of people running out of that building?
Creepy....
Cassandra: Yeah, I wonder what's going on over there?
Link: Hey, what are those?
Xianghua: What? *looks out further* Oh...
Sophitia: What is it?
Cassandra: They look like mini robots...
Nightmare: Mini robots? *pushes Link out of the way* Hey, they are!!!

Xianghua: And they're heading this way!!!!
Cassandra: They kinda look like Kilik....
Sophitia: They look angry...And they're carrying giant sticks with them...
Cassandra: Um, do you they're coming here to say hi?
Link: I'll go bake some cookies for them if they want to have a tea party with me and Nightmare...
Nightmare: Oh goody, another tea party, I'll go get Mr.Snuffles and Mr.Wiggles!!!!!!!
Xianghua: I think we had better go hide...*runs out of room*
Sophitia: Xianghua!!!!
Cassandra: Hmph...chicken...
Link: Actually, I think it's best that we go hide, cause those robots look like they're going to attack us or
something...
Cassandra: *looks out window again* Uh...that might be a good idea*Link and Cassandra run out of
room*
Sophita: ...Wait for me!!!!!*runs after Link and Cassandra*
Nightmare: What about the tea party?
*Kilik clones barg through door and start jumping on Nightmare*
Nightmare: *screams like a little girl* EEK, GET THEM OFF ME!!!!!
*Cassandra and Link, hiding in closet listen to Nightmare's screams*
Link: Man, I feel so sorry for Nightmare...
Cassandra: Yeah, he's getting pummeled by evil Kilik can openers out there...
Link: We got to think of something to help him.
Cassandra: By the time we think of something, Nightmare will probably be dead...
Link: *sighes and peers through hole* Man...
Cassandra: What?

Link: I feel so helpless...
Cassandra: Yeah...me...too...
*Cassandra and Link look at eachother*
Link: *looks through hole again* Well, we have to stop those clones either way, right?
Cassandra: Right. We can't let them destroy the house!!!
Link: *nods head*
*Link and Cassandra give eachother high fives*
Link: *squints eye* Let's get to work...
Sorry if this story isn't all funny and such, I have to have a sappy, lovey-dovey part in there somewhere
in the story, right?

17 - Day 10, The Plan
Kilik: Welcome everyone-ah what the heck, nobody's even here, so why bother. Hmph. Well, on with the
show.......
At the house....
Link: It sounds pretty bad out there.
Cassandra: Yeah, I know.
Link: *pulls piece of paper and pencil out of nowhere* So, what's first?
Cassandra: What's first?
Link: You know, the plan.
Cassandra: Oh-oh! Yeah, the plan, the plan, well.....um....
Link: Don't got a plan, eh?
Cassandra: Nope.
Link: Well, first we have to figure out how to get of this closet without getting killed by those robots.
Cassandra: Right.
Link: In fact, I think if we lure them out of the house for a little while, then we'll have time to elaborate.
Cassandra: What does elaborate mean?
Link: It means to devise a plan.
Cassandra: Oh.
Link: Got it?
Cassandra: Yep. So how are we going to lure them?
Link: ...bait.
Cassandra: Bait? You mean like food or something?
Link: No....live bait.

Cassandra: You mean, like one of us???
Link: 'Fraid so. If we find the others, then it might be easier to think of something else.
Cassandra: Hmph, doubt it. We don't even know where they are.
Link: ......
Cassandra: Well?
Link: We're going to look for them.
Cassandra: What?!
Link: *begins turning knob on closet door*
Cassandra: Link, don't!!!
Link: We have to!!! We can't stay here for the rest for our lives!!!!
Cassandra: *looks downwards*
Link: *sighes and opens door*
Cassandra: *slowly looks out* I don't hear anything...
Link: That's good, huh, what's that?
Cassandra: *looks up and listens* It sounds like....
Link: ...Chanting...lets take a look.
Cassandra and Link: *slowly tiptoes to living room door and look*
Kilik clones: *chanting and dancing around a burning(and also dead) Nightmare*
Cassandra: Ewww.......
Link: Cannibals......
Cassandra: Oh, this is horrible...
Link: Yeah, lets go look for the others*walks away*
Cassandra: *takes one last look at clones* Jee, I hope Kilik isn't a cannibal...

Yes, yes, I am very cruel, ain't I? I'm real sorry Nightmare fans out there, but I 2 put something 2 keep
the story going.....oh well......
Hope u enjoy it!!!
Sorry again if it wasn't very exciting!!!

18 - Day 11, The Bait.
Kilik: *Twirling rod in the air* Hm...I'm so bored, there's like, nobody here!!! I wonder how my clones are
doing, let's see*turns cracked screen TV on* Hm, not bad, I wonder where the contestants are, let's find
out, shall we?
At the house...
*everyone hiding in bedroom because of clones*
Xianghua: Oh, I wish Kilik wasn't doing to us, it's mean.
Cassandra: Well duh it's mean, but why is he doing this?
Link: Listen, we still have to choose who will be the bait that will get all the clones, hopefully, out of here.
Sophitia: Yeah, but who's the bait?
*everyone looks at eachother*
Cassandra: Well, I sure ain't the bait, that's for sure!!!
Sophitia: I'm the oldest out of here, surely I'm not going to be the bait.
Link: Fine, we'll have a vote. And since it's only me and Xianghua who don't have a reason and are the
last to say anything, Cassandra and Sophitia, you two have to decide who is the bait. Ok?
Xianghua: Hey, that isn't fair!!!
Cassandra: I vote Xianghua to be the bait.
Sophitia: Same.
Xianghua: *gasping* Bu-bu-but, that's not fair!!!!
Link: Well, it makes perfect sense. Kilik really likes you and I'm sure he won't sic his clones on you.
Xianghua: Oh, uh, butSophitia: Just go!!!*pushes Xianghua out door*
Cassandra: We believe in you!!!
Link: Don't let us down!!!

Xianghua: *walking down hallway* Hmph, yeah right...*walks into living room, where the clones are*
Clones: *looks up at Xianghua*
Xianghua: Um, hey clones, take me to your leader!!! I wanna have a talk with him.
Clones: *look up at Xianghua, having no clue whatsoever*
Xianghua: *very angry right now* Follow me!!!!*marches out door*
Clones: *follows her in sher confusion*
Link: *looks out bedroom window* So far, so good, I guess.
Cassandra: Don't worry, this is XIANGHUA we're talking about. She'll be ok.
Sophitia: I'm not so sure.
Cassandra: Don't worry!!!!^_^
Xianghua: March, march, MARCH, MARCH, MARCH!!!!!
Kilik: *having hearts in his eyes* Ooh, ooh, yay, she's coming, she's coming!!!
Xianghua: *stops in front of building* Well, here we are, let's go!!!!
Clones: *follows her into building*
Kilik: *busy combing his hair to notice that Xianghua is standing there* Oh Xianghua, you're finally going
to be mine....
Xianghua: Ah hem, I'm right here!!!
Kilik: *snaps out of dream* Oh Xianghua, you're here!!!!*embraces Xianghua in hug*
Xianghua: *trying to breath* Yeah-I'm-*cough*here!!!
Kilik: Now we can go and get married!!!!
Xianghua: *eyes widen* Get married!?!?
Kilik: Well duh!!!
Xianghua: Listen Kilik, I know we're friends, but let's be reasonable!!! Friends is good enough for me!!!
Kilik: Yes, but it's not good enough for me, I want to marry!!!!

Xianghua: No!!!
Kilik: Yes!!!
Link: *still gazing out window* Seems kinda quiet over there.
Cassandra: Yeah...
Sophitia: You guys think she's ok?
Cassandra: Sure, after all, she IS XIANGHUA!!!!
Link: Stop saying that....
Cassandra: I thought you loved me!!!
Link: I do.
Cassandra: Oh, well that's good.
Sophita: You two like eachother?
Link and Cassandra: Yup!!!^_^
Sophita: *sighes*
Link: Uh, what's that?
Cassandra: Hey, is that Xianghua and Kilik?
Link: Yeah. And Kilik looks real happy. I wonder why?
Kilik: WE'RE GOING TO GET MARRIED, WE'RE GOING TO GET MARRIED!!!!!!!!!!!!^_^
Xianghua: I DON'T WANNA GET MARRIED!!!!!!!!!!!!
Link: What do you think she told him?
Cassandra: Probably to get married or something...
Sophita: Good theory.
Cassandra: Really?
Link: Yeah, in fact, you were right.

Cassandra: I was right?
Link: Uh huh, says so in the sky.
Cassandra: It does?
Link: Yeah. See so for yourself.
Cassandra: *looks out window and sees words 'Kilik and Xianghua are getting married' in the sky* Hey,
you're right!!!!
Link: No, you were right.
Cassandra: Aww, thanks!!!
Sophita: Well, we have to stop Kilik from marrying Xianghua, cause I know she doesn't want to get
married.
Cassandra: Right.
Link: Let's do it!!!!!!!!!
Sophita: Don't worry Xianghua, we're coming to save you!!!!!!!
Ooh, wut will happen next? C u all soon!!!!!

19 - Day 12, The Quest To Save Xianghua
Talim: *emerges from the rubble of the now destroyed building* Yunsung!!! Where are you Yunsung!!!
Yunsung: I'm right here!!!
Talim: Thank goodness...Oh, where did that *censored, I don't like 2 swear, even when I'm writing
stories* Kilik go!!!
Yunsung: *stares at Talim amazingly*
Talim: What?
Yunsung: Nothing...
*Link, Cassandra, and Sophitia appear out of nowhere*
Link: Hey, Talim, Yunsung, what are you guys doing here?
Yunsung: It's a long story.
Talim: Did you guys see where Kilik went?
Yunsung: And where's Nightmare and Xianghua?
Cassandra: Nightmare's dead and Xianghua's kidnapped by Kilik.
Nightmare: Hey everyone!!!
*everyone jumps to see Nightmare standing behind them*
Sophitia: You're alive???
Nightmare: Yep. Mr.Snuffles saved me!!!
*everyone sweatdrops*
Nightmare: *runs over to Sophitia and hugs her tightly, making Sophitia's face turn blue* Oh, I missed
you Sophitia!!!!
Sophitia: Let-go-of-ME!!!!
Talim: Why did Kilik steal Xianghua?

Yunsung: And how?
Link: We needed to get rid of the clones, so we made Xianghua bait.
Cassandra: She went to this building where Kilik was.
Sophita: Kilik-*gasp*-probably-forced-*gasp*-Xianghua-to-marry-*gasp*-him.
Talim: How'd you guys learn that?
Link: We saw the words in the sky.
Yunsung: Cool. I wonder if I can be Kilik's best man....
*everyone stares at Yunsung*
Yunsung: What?
Link: Well, we have to go save Xianghua!!!
Nightmare: What if she does want to get married?
Cassandra: Nah, she didn't look like she wanted to get married.
Sophita: Not with Kilik, anyways.
Nightmare: Yeah, but they are friends, right?
Talim: Not that close of friends.
Cassandra: Kilik took it too far.
Sophitia: Way too far.
Link: Well?
Yunsung: Well what?
Link: Aren't we going to go save Xianghua?
Cassandra: That's right, we have to go save Xianghua!!!!
Yunsung: Oh right, we get to crash a wedding!!!!! Whoopi!!!!!!
Nightmare: Do we have too?
Sophitia: *evilly pulls out picture of Mr.Snuffles and tears a small bit off*

Nightmare: No!!!!*starts crying like crazy*
Sophitia: Then are you going to help us?
Nightmare: YES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sophitia: *looks to see that everyone, but her and Nightmare, are gone* Hey, wait for us!!!!
Nightmare: Yeah, we're coming to, you know!!!
*no answer*
*Sophitia and Nightmare stare silently at eachother*
Sophitia and Nightmare: COME BACK!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Finally, I'm done that chapter. Sorry if I haven't written in a while, it's the amount of homework I've been
getting, oh well...enjoy!!!

20 - Day 13, Almost There!!!
Kilik: Ooh, I can't wait!!! I'm going to get married!!!
Xianghua: Waah, I'm too young to get married!!!!
Kilik: You're only twenty.
Xianghua: I know, but you're three years older than me!!!
Kilik: ...so?
Xianghua: Soooo....uh....
Kilik: What?
Xianghua: ....I don't know.
Kilik: *happy smile* I didn't think so.
And back with our heros...
Nightmare: I'm tired!!!
Sophitia: We've only walked for three minutes.
Cassandra: Not again...
Nightmare: I know, but it seems so long!!!
Yunsung: Do we even know where the wedding's taking place?
Everyone stares at Yunsung.
Talim: The winds will lead us to them.
Sophitia: No, the gods will. After all, it IS a wedding.
Nightmare: No, Souledge will!!!
Cassandra: Why would Souledge lead us?
Nightmare: I don't know, I just wanted to have a choice in the matter.

Link: No, I will!! I'm used to the whole adventure, traveling, saving a princess kind of...thing.
Yunsung: I ain't letting the elf lead us. Mr.Chubbles will lead us!!!*holds up a red headed, spikey haired
teddy bear in the air*
Cassandra: Mr.Chubbles looks just like you. But no, he's not leading us.
Nightmare: Hey, you have a teddy bear too!!!
Link: Yay!!!
Sophitia: This is getting us nowhere.
Talim: I still think the winds will lead us.
Cassandra: Hey, let's ask him!!!*runs up to Maxi, who suddenly appears out of nowhere*
Everyone follows Cassandra.
Sophitia: Maxi, who do you think should lead us? The winds, the gods, Souledge, Link, or Mr.Chubbles?
Maxi: Who's Mr.Chubbles?
Yunsung: He's my teddy bear!!! He's also my best friend in the entire world!!!
Everyone sweatdrops.
Maxi: Um, just where are you guys going anyway?
Talim: We're going to crash Kilik and Xianghua's wedding.
Maxi: Hey, what a relief, that's where I'm going!!! I'm Kilik's bestman.
Yunsung: I wanted to be bestman!!!
Sophitia: *sighes*Do you know where it's being held?
Maxi: Sure!!!
Cassandra: Can you take us there?
Maxi: I wish I could. My car's out of gas.
Nightmare: Dude, what car?
Maxi: Huh?*looks to see car missing* Dude, where's my car!!!

Talim: Isn't that a movie?
Maxi: Yeah.
Link: Have you seen it?
Maxi: Nope.
Sophitia: Uh, HELLO, WE HAVE TO GET TO THE WEDDING, HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN!!!
Cassandra: Will you lead us?
Maxi: Well...
Cassandra: PLEASE!!!!*makes the old puppy eye look*
Maxi: Oh, fine, come on...
Everyone: YAY!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Finally, sorry if i haven't written in a while, i keep forgetting. I've been working on another Soul Calibur
story and I've drawin pics of hot cat demon guys. I've already drawn seven, I think...

21 - Day 14, The Secret of Mr.Chubbles
Nightmare: *collaspes on ground* I can't go any further!!!
Yunsung: What are you talking about?
Cassandra: He says he can't go any further, you pin head.
Yunsung: I know, its just that we're standing in front of the orthensiange(man, i can't 'member how to
spell it...)chapel.
Talim: Yeah, so?
Yunsung: Well, this is whereMaxi: The wedding's being held?
Yunsung: Umm, yah....
Sophitia: So this is it then?
Link: Cool!!!*starts running towards the what's it called chapel place*
Cassandra: Wait up!!!
Inside chapel...
Kilik: Dum, dum, da dum!!! Dum, dum, da dum!!!
Raphael: *who appears out of nowhere* Yes, Kilik, you are dumb.
Kilik: Thank You!!! Oooh, I can't wait!!! I'm going to get married to my one true love at long last!!!
Raphael: You mean Xianghua?
Kilik: Yes!!! I remember the last time we tried to get married....
Flashback of last wedding....
Kilik: Yay!!! I'm going to get married, I'm going to get married!!!
Hwang: Kilik, we have some bad news. Your bride ran away, Astaroth ate the cake, and Nightmare
painted the church red.

Kilik: NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
End of flashback...
Kilik: Aaahhh.......
Raphael: Well, where's Hwang now?
Kilik: Well, after he told me the news, I got angry and threw him over a cliff.
Raphael: Good idea.
In another part of the chapel...
Xianghua: I don't wanna get married!!!!
Ivy: *who also appeared out ot nowhere* But you're getting married to Kilik. Kilik's a wonderful man to
get married to.
Xianghua: But Kilik's my best friend!!!!
Ivy: All the more reason to marry him.
Xianghua: ...Can't we just cancel this silly wedding?
Ivy: 'Fraid not.
Xianghua: NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
In yet another part of the chapel...
Nightmare: Mmmm, i smell cake...
Yunsung: Ooh, there's cake!!!
Maxi: Well, dudes you're on your own. I have to get ready.*runs away*
Sophitia: Great, so now we have to figure out how to stop the wedding...
Link: Yeah, how...
Talim: Hey, where did Nightmare and Yunsung go?
Everyone looks to see that Nightmare and Yunsung are gone.
Cassandra: They probably went to look for the cake.

Sophitia: How can they think of cake at a time like this???
Link: Well, we didn't eat anything when we left. And Nightmare looked like he was about to pass out.
Talim: Wait a minute...If we look for Nightmare and Yunsung, who are heading for the cake, and the
cake is in the room where Xianghua and Kilik walk down the aisle, then...
Sophitia: Aahhh, so we just have to look for the cake...
Cassandra: Bingo!!!!
With Nightmare and Yunsung....
Nightmare: Man, that cake smells SO good!!!
Yunsung: Scrumptious...
Nightmare: ...what does that mean?
Yunsung: *lookes at Nightmare* You don't know what it means?
Nightmare: ...I don't know what what means?
Yunsung: *sighes* Nevermind...
Nightmare: Scrumptious...
Yunsung: Anyhow, do you even know where we're going?
Nightmare: Nope. Do you?
Yunsung: Uh.....yaaaaa...no.
Nightmare and Yunsung: *looks at eachother* Mr.Chubbles and Mr.Wiggles will know which way to go!!!!
*Both begin to do the victory dance*
Yunsung: *holds up Mr.Chubbles* Oh,Lord Mr.Chubbles, king of the red head teddy bears, please.
Share your wisdom with us. Lead us to the wedding cake!!!
Mr.Chubbles: *suddenly turns into a giant living, red maned lion* This way... *begins to run down
hallway*
Nightmare: Nobody, but the TTP Club members know about the secrets of the teddy bear.
Yunsung: Yes. Now, let us follow Mr.Chubbles!!!
With Kilik and Raphael...

Kilik: What was that sound?
Raphael: It sounded like a lion roar.
Kilik: But...There are no lions here.
Raphael: You know what this means?
Kilik: Yes...
Moment of silence...
Kilik: That Xianghua got me a pet lion!!! I always wanted a lion as a pet!!! I'm going to call it Simba!!!
Raphael: Simba!?! But that's not what I was talking about!!!
Kilik: Oh goody!!! Well, I better get ready. The weddings about to start!!!
Yes, one more chapter to go!!!! Man, I finally decided to work on this...Sorry this chapter came in late, i
was kinda busy and stuff...NEway, hope u liked it!!!

22 - The final chapter (finally, I'm going to finish)
So sorry for never finishing this story! I really don't know why I never did. But, I am now, so here goes!
Following the lion...
Nightmare: He's too fast! I can't keep up!
Yunsung: Maybe it's because of that armor you wear.
Nightmare: You don't like my fashion sense?
Yunsung: Er...I don't know.
Mr.Chubbles: Hurry, young ones. We still have a long way to go.
Yunsung: How big is this place?
Nightmare: It's bigger than the pictures I've seen!
Yunsung: You thought the picture was actual size?
Nightmare: ...Yes...
In some other part of the church...
Cassandra: So, how are we going to crash the wedding?
Link: How? That's silly. We just destroy it, that's all. *pulls out sword and starts hacking at wall*
Sophitia: What are you doing??
Link: I'm going to see if I can destroy the building. Then the wedding will be crashed. Hyaa!!!
Talim: But, what happens then? We'll still be in the building.
Seung Mina: And it'll all come down on us.
Sophitia: Link, that's a lousy plan!
Link: Hey, no plan's perfect.
Cassandra: I think I can hear bells.

Talim: The wedding must be starting! Oh no, we have to hurry!
In the chapel.
Astaroth: Why do I be priest?
Maxi: Because Cervantes said he was too busy to come. Sorry.
Astaroth: Oh...*looks at book* I can't read.
Maxi: Just make it up.
Kilik: *walking down the aisle, all happy*
Raphael: *looks around* I wonder why no one's here...
Maxi: Oops. I forgot to send out the invitations.
Kilik: Oooh, I'm so happy! My dream is coming true!
Raphael: I thought your dream was to stop world hunger?
Kilik: Right. This is my second dream coming true!
Maxi: But your first dream didn't come true.
Kilik: It will come true. We just have to feed Astaroth to them. There's enough meat to go around.
Mitsurugi and Taki come in.
Misturugi: Maxi, move aside. I'm best man now.
Maxi: What??? Why??
Mitsurugi: Because Kilik said so.
Maxi: But Kilik told me that I was!
Kilik: You both can be!
Taki: I'm supposed to be a bride's maid. But I won't. I'll just sit here. *sits on bench*
Mitsurugi: Hey, who's the ring bearer?
Maxi: Frodo?
Kilik: No, Charade.

The bells play and Xianghua and Ivy enters.
Kilik: Yay!!!!!!!!
Ivy: Wow, this place is empty.
Charade: *following behind quietly with a basket of flowers.*
Taki: He's the flower girl too?
Kilik: Talim didn't want to be it. I asked Beserker, and he said no also.
Maxi: This wedding is seriously messed.
Xianghua: Well, I lived a good life.
Astaroth: Uh...*coughs* We gather here today because of special moment. This guy *points to Kilik*
wants to marry this person. *points at Xianghua*. I don't understand this at all. What's next?
Raphael: Now you just blabber on about stuff for like, a few hours.
Astaroth: Ok. Blah, blah, blah...
Mr.Chubbles barges through door, and Yunsung and Nightmare are behind him.
Nightmare: Yay! Cake!
Yunsung: Sweet!
Kilik: Hey, look! Simba!
Mr.Chubbles: No, I am not Simba. I am Mufasa! Mr.Snubbles is Simba.
Nightmare: And Mr.Wiggles is Kovu. But he's not here right now.
Mitsurugi: Aw...I like Kovu.
Yunsung: Alright, so where's the cake??
Ivy: We didn't bake any.
Nightmare: What???
Xianghua: That was my cake perfume you guys smelled.
Nightmare: We were fooled?? NO!!!!!!!!!! *starts crying*

Yunsung: The world as we have known it has come to an end!!!
The rest of the group enter the room.
Sophitia: Hey, we finally made it!
Talim: Wow, following the map was actually a smart idea.
Link: Always follow the map. That was my idea.
Cassandra: No, it was mine.
Link: Yeah well...
Kilik: Did you all come to watch me and Xianghua get married?
Seung Mina: No way, we came to stop it!
Nightmare: Sophitia, you're here!! *hugs Sophitia*
Everyone sweatdrops.
Cassandra: *looks at Mr.Chubbles* Hey, is that Simba?
Mr.Chubbles: No, I'm Mufasa!! Sheesh, can't you guys figure it out???
Cassandra: Sorry, it's been a while since I've seen the movie.
Astaroth: Blah, blah, blah...Can I stop?
Ivy: Yeah, you probably can.
Astaroth: Ok. Is there any scum that has a reason that these two should not be married?
Xianghua: I have a reason!
Raphael: You're the bride. You can't say anything.
Xianghua: Darn it.
Link: Ok...I have a reason.
Astaroth: What?
Link: *hugs Cassandra* We have to get married first.

Cassandra: What???
Xianghua: Really? You guys are together now?
Sophitia: That's kinda soon, isn't it?
Link: The sooner, the better!
Kilik: But, can't you wait until we're done?
Nightmare: I want cake!!! I want cake!!! *starts beating up Maxi*
Maxi: Why are you attacking me?? AAAAHHHH!!!!
Seung Mina: Attack Astaroth! He's the priest!
Sophitia: That sounded kind of unholy.
Kilik: You guys are ruining my wedding!
Talim: Hey Mr.Wiggles, are you getting this on camera?
Mr.Wiggles: *holding a camera in its hands*
Mitsurugi: Hey Nightmare, I challenge you! Whoever beats down Kilik wins.
Nightmare: Wins what?
Mitsurugi: Er...Cake?
Nightmare: Awesome! *goes after Kilik*
Kilik: AAAAHHHHH!!!!! *runs out of chapel*
Raphael: This was better than the last time.
Taki: When was last time?
Raphael: About a month ago.
Cassandra: Oh yeah, I remember that.
Link: Are we going to get married now?
Cassandra: No.
Xianghua: Well, thanks for saving me. This stupid wedding thing has happened like, five times this year.

Sophitia: Seriously?
Talim: Ok, this was great! We got it all on camera, and now we can show everyone the final episode to
the world!
Yunsung: You're so clever.
Mr.Chubbles: Well, it's time that me and the other teddy bears leave.
Link: What?? You can't leave!
Mr.Chubbles: Yes we can. You see, we're not really teddy bears. Remember, I am Mufasa. We have to
go back to Pride Rock.
Yunsung: Seriously? Can I come?
Mr.Chubbles: No. Come on you guys.
Mr.Snuggles and Mr.Wiggles transform into lions.
Maxi: Wow, they really are lions.
Link: I love you Kovu!!
Mr.Wiggles: Uh...Sorry, I'm already taken.
Link: Darn it!
Cassandra: Uh Link, I thought you loved me.
Link: That was BEFORE I found out that my teddy bear was the lion that I was deeply in love with!
Ivy: That is ironic.
The lions leave, and Link starts crying.
Talim: Wait a minute...Mr.Wiggles took the camera with him!
Sophitia: I guess no one will ever know what happened here.
Taki: Fools. That's why I brought my cell phone with me. I filmed it all on here.
Cassandra: Really?
Taki: Why do you think I've been sitting here this whole time?

Xianghua: I never noticed you had a cell phone.
Astaroth: Is someone getting married here today, or will I have to kill you all?
Maxi: You can kill Mitsurugi once he gets back. He stole my job as best man.
Astaroth: Ok.
Talim: *pulls out microphone and talks into Taki's phone* Well folks, you've seen it here! This is the final
episode of Trapped in a Reality Show! I hope you enjoyed it!
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